KTU/AD(EXAM)/724/2020

03.08.2020

To
The Principal
All Affiliated Colleges

Dear Sir / Madam,

Sub: Completing all pending valuations/revaluations of December 2019 exams of B.Tech/B. Arch and MBA T5 and B.
Tech Honours- last date-intimation-reg:-.

As you may be aware, as per UGC directions, University has decided to confer grades to the regular students of
lower semester(s) based on their performance in previous semester(s). Since UGC mandated examinations for final
semesters, it has been decided to conduct the final year examination online at college level considering the
propagation of Covid 19 infections and associated issues. However, the marks of final semester students in each
subject to be entered in the University portal at the Institutional level, will be normalized against the CGPA of their
previous semesters. Details pertaining to conduct of examinations and associated normalizations for all semesters,
including the final semester, are already published by the University. It is clearly stated that the final mark of end
semester examinations "will then be normalized on the basis of performance of the student up to the previous
semesters based on the CGPA available on the date of processing of the result". We will start the normalization
related works on 22.08.2020.

In this context, we would like to remind you on the pending B.Tech S1, S2 S3, S4 (S), S5, S6(S) and S7 revaluation
request of our students. Though more than 95% of revaluation of S7 is completed, valuations of around 600 answer
scripts are still pending. Revaluation of S1, S2, S3,S4, S5 and S6 are remaining to be started in many CV camps. It is
to be pointed out that the pending revaluations of many answer scripts, will have considerable impact on the CGPA of
our students.
Further, before processing B.Tech results, the B.Tech (hons) paper valuation needs to be completed. Similarly, MBA
T5 results also need to be published soon. So, we request all faculty to kindly complete ALL pending valuation
and revaluation before 21st August 2020.

We are well aware of the limitations of the Principals / Camp officers / Faculty / Staff belonging to the containment
zones in managing the camp offices now. However, considering the best academic career of our students, we request
you to kindly treat this matter URGENT and do everything possible to felicitate completion of all pending valuations
before 21.08.2020.

Yours faithfully

Dr. V. Suresh babu
Controller of Examinations

* This is a computer system (Digital File) generated letter. Hence there is no need for a physical signature.

